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Sociology and Social Change
• In a broader sense and as a scientific approach –
– Sociology emerged out of the need to develop a
science for understanding everything about being
the Social,
– Scientific Study of Society.

• conceptions and analyses of social change have
continued to occupy a central position in
sociology.

Contemporary Sociology
and Social Change
i) scientific method
• sociology's connections to ideas about the reasoning power
and analysis provided by scientific reasoning - rational basis
for re-organizing social life and ameliorating social problems
ii) religion for humanity
• Sociology’s connections to "a religion for humanity" which
was complete with notions of God working his purpose out
and pre-ordained ends

iii) Modernity
• sociology as emerged with modernity concerns and methods
that shaped early sociology still shape contemporary
discipline

iv) new questions
• subject to question because of globalization and
the notion of a world society- What is the source of
moral and political order in a global society that is
"highly rationalized and progressive”?
• social change is also being examined through a
discussion of intellectual and human interventions
causing disorder, the product of globalizing trends
about modernity, modernization, modernism, And
the CURRENT COVID-19 PANDEMIC .

Understanding Social Change …
• The total reality (including natural realities and socioculturally constructed realities) that surrounds us makes
our social system.
• Activities performed by us (social roles), in our group
(society) according to its established rules (social
institutions), create a pattern of dynamic interrelationships among roles or set of roles (social
structure) through a continuous transformation of
changes (social processes) in a manner that maintain and
sustain our social system or evolve a different social
system (social evolution) from ours through changes- instructures and/or structural change (social change).

Understanding Social Change ……
• Changes–in-structure are generally a slow process of
smooth transition of small scale which normally result in
internal differentiation or multiplication or forms of roles
and relationships within the social structure without
disturbing the entire social system.
• Thus, from alternative or wider differentiation of roles and
statuses in society along with co-existence of older roles, a
new division of labour comes into being for example the
traditional roles of family are passed on to specialized
agencies like schools, clubs, hospitals, crèche or oldpersons’ home.

Understanding Social Change …..…
• Structural changes are large scale revolutionary
changes that bring replacement of older forms of
structures with new ones.
• For example the industrial revolution and science and
technological revolutions have replaced many social
institutions of feudalistic and agrarian social systems.
However, some basic social institutions like kinship are
not entirely replaced.
• Thus, even revolutionary social change consists not
entirely of structural changes as it contains the
processes of changes in structures.

Sociological Thinkers
• Sociological thinkers have dealt social change in different perspectives.
Comte, Spencer , Marx identified social change with linear view while
Pareto, Sorokin, Toyanbee considered its cyclical features.
• A synthesis of these two views is also represented as spiral view on social
change. Hegel and Comte stressed on ideational and intellectual factors for
social change while Karl Marx elaborated economic factors at the root of
social change.
• Fredinand Tonnies’s dichotomy explains it when community
(Gemeinschaft) changes over to association (Gessellschaft), Durkhiem
contrasted mechanical solidarity of primitive with organic solidarity of
complex societies and believed social change as a consequence of division
of labour.
• Herbert Spencer explained it through social evolution. Henry Maine
contrasted status with contract and Ogburn proposed that material or
technological changes precedes social change.
• Wrad’s theory of dynamic and guiding social forces and Trade’s concept of
imitation provide the psychological perspective on social change. There are
also many other views on social change.

Social Change Contexts & Definition

Social Change : Classical Theories
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